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KeyNote Concerts    Live Music + Inspirational Speaking

About Kelly Corsino
Singer/Songwriter Kelly Corsino has performed on stages around the world for her entire 

life, and her songs have garnered multiple awards, including Grammy consideration.

Kelly has lived a unique and “colorful” life, from child prodigy to rock ‘n roller selling out 
shows on the Sunset Strip—plus her work with American Idol.

Her perspective on personal development is unflinchingly honest and a bit irreverent.

Kelly’s 3 Keys: Recognition • Reflection • Activation

Will give your people transformational and practical tools they can start applying immediately for higher levels of success in all 
areas of their life.areas of their life. (NOTE: Kelly can create custom music and custom keynotes for clients in any industry!)

Signature Talk: Find Your Voice • Find Yourself

How do we connect with the Truth of who we are ... after a lifetime of being told by the world who 
and how we “should” be? How do we connect to our own voice and passion again? 

Kelly has lived a life of extremes and uses her unusual history to help people remember 

Why Book a KeyNote Concert?

Music moves us, it shifts people’s moods and helps people remember information. 
Music creates connection in a room full of strangers.

By incorporating music into her motivational and information-packed keynotes, 
Kelly Corsino takes events to a whole new level, making them more impactful and more memorable.

“She has the unique ability to 
connect with others deeply 

and quickly. In today’s world of 
pop psychology, Kelly stands

out brightly as grounded, 
skilled and down to earth.”

—Marie Johnson,
Workshop Facilitator

“Kelly is a professional who 
wins the respect of others 
through her integrity and 

unwavering desire to make her
client’s event spectacular.”

—Amy Wainscott, Pasadena
Tournament of Roses
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